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All That Is Bitter and Sweet will be a revelation to readers, exposing Ashley Judd for what I have known for years she is: an amazing woman doing extraordinary work.”—Morgan Freeman “All That Is Bitter and Sweet is all that is enlightening and inspiring. Ashley Judd has composed a memoir that teaches while it entrances and finds hope and faith in the most unlikely places.

Amazon.com: All That Is Bitter and Sweet: A Memoir ...

Amazon.com: All That Is Bitter and Sweet: A Memoir. Ashley Judd is an award-winning film and stage actor known for her roles in both box-office hits and art-house gems, and the daughter and sister of country-music royalty. In 2002, drawing on a deep well of empathy, she found her true calling: as a humanitarian and advocate for those suffering in neglected...
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All That is Bitter is Sweet. All That Is Bitter Is Sweet (Traditional Chinese: 藥師會; literally "The Great Apothecary") (Jyutping: daai6 joek6 fong1) is a 2014 Hong Kong period, medical, romance drama produced by TVB, starring Linda Chung, Ruco Chan, Raymond Wong Ho-yin and Natalie Tong as the main leads, with Pierre Ngo, Sammy Sum,...
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All That Is Bitter and Sweet will be a revelation to readers, exposing Ashley Judd for what I have known for years she is: an amazing woman doing extraordinary work.”—Morgan Freeman “All That Is Bitter and Sweet is all that is enlightening and inspiring. Ashley Judd has composed a memoir that teaches while it entrances and finds hope and ...
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This & That: The theme song for All That is Bitter is Sweet, “Medicine of the Heart/心藥” was performed by famous Hong Kong singer, Teresa Cheung. She sang the theme song for the 1983 version of The Return of the Condor Heroes, starring Andy Lau and Idy Chan. The sub-theme, “Big Love/大愛” was performed by Linda Chung.
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All That Is Bitter and Sweet will be a revelation to readers, exposing Ashley Judd for what I have known for years she is: an amazing woman doing extraordinary work.”—Morgan Freeman. “All That Is Bitter and Sweet is all that is enlightening and inspiring.
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